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VIP La Vuelta Hospitality Madrid 2022 final stage DATES TBC

SIGN UP FOR OUR WAITING LIST – INFO@CYCLECLASSICTOURS.COM
For the finish of the 2022 Vuelta a Espana on the Paseo del Prado in Madrid we are pleased to
offer a Grandstand seating and VIP Hospitality package. From these areas you will see the
finale of the 2022 Vuelta and see your cycling heroes cross the finish line in style.
On Sunday the day can be spent at your own leisure enjoying the sights of Madrid and a day of
bike racing. The women’s peloton will once again take on the circuit race in downtown Madrid
that will include 17 laps on a 5.8km circuit around the iconic Plaza Cibeles, Paseo de la
Castellana, Plaza de Colon, Gran Via and the Prado Museum. Late afternoon you will see the
passage of the Vuelta a Espana Publicity Caravan, followed by the arrival of the riders of the
2020 Vuelta a Espana. The riders will complete 8 laps of a circuit based on the Paseo del
Prado.
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Only need a bike for your cycling holiday in Spain? Check our online bike rental
platform: WWW.CCTBIKERENTAL.COM
Check also our Road Bike friendly hotel pages : CYCLE CLASSIC TOURS BIKE HOTELS

Grandstand seating and VIP Hospitality package
Watch the final weekend La Vuelta 2022 live in Madrid.
Three weeks of intense cycling will end in the city of Madrid. The final and spectacular last race
takes place on an urban circuit that allows you to explore many wonders and the festive
atmosphere that the Spanish capital has to offer. Come and celebrate the final kilometres of this
La Vuelta cycling Tour in Madrid. This year, the riders will cross the finish-line for the second
time around 7 pm and again for the last time at around 8:30 pm.
NEPTUNO VIP HOSPITALITY PACKAGES FROM € 350 PER PERSON
The NEPTUNO Finish Hospitality Experience:
Located at about 100 metres from the final finish line, you will watch the final stages of the race
on the famous Paseo del Prado. You will have access to the open bar, a gourmet cocktail and
there are Plasma TV Screens to watch the LIVE action as it unfolds.
Additionally, guests of the Neptuno Hospitality area will be given an exclusive 'La Vuelta' gift.
START VILLAGE ACCESS FROM € 100 PER PERSON
VIP Vuelta accreditation provides us with access to the Vuelta Start Village:
The 2021 Vuelta a Espana entourage and organisation travel around with the riders. The team
buses park within an enclosed and restricted area. An expo type village is created at the start of
each one of the stages. It is usually here that everyone who is linked in any way to the Vuelta
like TV, sponsors and celebrities from the cycling world will show themselves. Also local
companies will be keen to show off their wares. Your VIP passes will give you access to the
village and the rider's paddock. If you are into collecting autographs, this is the best place for it.
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Watch the finish of La Vuelta 2022 live in Madrid
Watch the final of the La Vuelta 2022 on the Paseo de Prado.
The urban circuit allows you to discover the many wonders and the festive atmosphere
that the Spanish capital has to offer.
Come and celebrate the final kilometres of this mythical race with the cyclists in ideally
placed areas.
Experience the finish of the stage in style at the official finish line hospitality venue.
Accreditation to have access into the area is included with a parking sticker.
Be there at the finish in a relaxing area about 100 metres from the finish line on the
famous Paseo del Prado!

Itinerary
Nov 8
Finish VIP hospitality NEPTUNO Finish
The Nepto Finish VIP Package in Madrid -The Vuelta finishes in Madrid after an exhilarating 3
weeks of hard racing. Be there at the finish in a relaxing area about 100 metres from the finish
line on the famous Paseo del Prado.
A copy of the official 2020 Vuelta a Espana road book
Great view of the race finale.
Race broadcast live on plasma TV screens
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Gourmet cocktail
Open bar all afternoon
Exclusive “La Vuelta” gift.

Nov 8
Official Start Village Access
VIP Vuelta accreditation provides us with access to the Vuelta Start Village. The 2020 Vuelta a
Espana entourage and organisation travel around with the riders. The team buses park within
an enclosed and restricted area. An expo type village is created at the start of each one of the
stages. It is usually here that everyone who is linked in any way to the Vuelta like TV, sponsors
and celebrities from the cycling world will show themselves. Also local companies will be keen
to show off their wares. Your VIP passes will give you access to the village and the rider's
paddock. If you are into collecting autographs, this is the best place for it. Your VIP Start Village
experience tickets will include:
Open bar throughout the experience
Event catering
Great view of the riders, as they prepare for the race
Ex pro-riders & special guests in attendance
Access to exclusive VIP Start Area - with great views of the race start

Airport
Barajas airport Madrid is a very important International airport for all the flights worldwide
to/from Spain. There are many regular flights to/from Europe.

Booking Information
IMPORTANT - ADD DATE TBC
Extra Information
Fill out and submit the online booking request or send an email to
info@cycleclassictours.com
We tend and try to reply within 24/36 hours and send all over within 48 hours.
Once confirmed, you will l receive an invoice and the itinerary of hospitality experience/
grandstand seats
With respect to the selling of any entry tickets or hospitality experiences, we act as an
agent for our tour operator
Please do not make travel plans until you receive our confirmation.
Your confirmation invoice contains a statement reflecting of your payment for hospitality
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experience/ grandstand seats
Payments are taken in full and are non-refundable, non-transferable to other events.
Where tickets are issued, if the tickets are lost, they may potentially not be replaceable
without full payment again. With entries to events, name may not be substituted, except
with the permission of the event organiser and may be subject to an administration fee.
Please note, with most events, names cannot be changed.
Please be advised that we make every effort to ensure that all the information given on
this site is accurate. All statements and information has been researched and supplied
by third parties.
The information given is accurate and reliable, to the best of our knowledge. Should
errors be found, we will rectify them as quickly as possible. However, we accept no
responsibility for errors or inaccuracies

Included

VIP NEPTUNO € 350 Finish Hospitality in Madrid includes
Great view of the race finale
Race broadcast live on plasma TV screens
Gourmet cocktail
Open bar all afternoon
Exclusive “la Vuelta” gift.
VIP Official Start Village Access € 100 Hospitality in Madrid includes

Open bar throughout the experience
Event catering
Great view of the riders, as they prepare for the race
Ex pro-riders & special guests in attendance
Access to exclusive VIP Start Area - with great views of the race start
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Not Included

Hotel accomodation
Transport to the start from your hotel
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